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Rise and Shine

Rhyddings Park 
for Newground
With Alieen

Prior to working at Planit, Aileen worked at Newground 
CIC as a landscape architect. Newground’s projects 
put community at the core of everything they do, and 
the Rhyddings Park project, embodied the principals of 
community involvement through action and education. 
The transformation of the compact neighbourhood 
park has left a lasting legacy for the community in 
Oswaldtwistle, Lancashire.

30th Visits, 
Group One

30th Visits, 
Group Two

The Plus with 
Pete Swift

Central 
Park

9th Nov

16th Nov

23th Nov

30th Nov
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Happy 
20 years 
Georgie!
Just a little photo homage

Social Committee
Introducing and saying 
thank you to all who have 
put themselves forward for 
the Social Committee.

Altrincham and Standard Practice
Studio 1 – Joe Takacs (with Josie as sub)

Studio 2 – Sarah Barker (with Soteris as sub)

Leeds
Phil (with Oliver as sub)

Liverpool
Kate (with Rebecca as sub)

London
Sarah (with Sam as sub)

Standish
Catrin (with Rihards as sub)

Their first events to organise will be this 
year’s End of Year Celebrations. Plans 
are already afoot, so watch this space 
for further details and get in touch if 
you have any ideas for future socials.
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Practice

Study Trip to Brussels
Written by Carrie and Ellie

Bleary eyed, team GROB convened at Manchester 
Airport for a very early flight to Brussels! With 
everyone through security (phones and all) we 
headed off for a jam packed few days.

After a much needed lunch, the first stop on Ben's 
Tour was a quick trip through the botanical gardens. 
As they began to close the gates, we swiftly moved 
on to the next stop, Parc Gaucheret. Although not 
particularly inspiring upon first glance, it was a well-
used space in the heart of a residential community 
with a range of play activities and the most gorgeous 
ombre trees! We ended the day in a lively bar 
playing Jenga, which kept us all entertained. 

Friday’s tour began with a stumble across a new 
courtyard development, which ended up being 
the best contemporary landscape we saw. We 
were impressed with the lush planting, ecological 
features and curved timber seating throughout 
the design. Back on track, we headed up to Parc 
de la Senne which is built upon the bed of the 
covered River Senne. With verdant planting and 
sociable features, we all agreed it was a great 
green link between residential areas. The play area 
also proved successful after thorough testing.

Gare Maritime was next on the list, and definitely 
had the wow factor. A large railway goods 
station, now events and office space, showcases 
sustainable development in a heritage setting. 
Trees and vegetation frame the central avenue 
of recycled cobble stones, and geothermal heat 
and rainwater collection add to this project’s 
sustainable credentials. The trendy food market 
was also a great stop off point for us all.
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On the last leg of the tour, we weaved our way up 
towards the European parliament and onto Parc du 
cinquantenaire, Brussels largest city centre park 
with traditional floral gardens and fountains. After 
30,000 steps, we'd certainly earnt our Belgian beer.

Having seen a range of landscapes throughout the 
walk, we concluded that contemporary landscapes 
were somewhat lacking, with Brussels having more 
traditional parks and streets. That being said, we 
appreciated the success of this style of landscapes 
and thoroughly enjoyed our time in Belgium. 

The team’s highlights include: the bendy bollards, 
Hannes playing Jenga, the invisible barber cutting 
Yuan and Victoria’s hair, Yuan’s not so little ‘tasting’ 
beers and of course the Belgian chocolate.

(Recommendation for the next study 
trip: book a hotel not opposite a dance 
music bar that closes at 6am…)

Recommended

One from the Altrincham Urban Design 
team’s table and very well thumbed:

The Resilient Farm 
and Homestead
by Ben Falk 
This book is a comprehensive how-to 
manual that presents a thriving model for 
productive, durable homesteads and farms 
in cold climates and beyond. Author Ben Falk 
is a land designer and site developer whose 
permaculture-research farm has drawn national 
attention. The site is a terraced paradise on 
a hillside in Vermont that would otherwise 
be overlooked by conventional farmers. The 
book covers nearly every strategy Falk and 
his team have tested at the Whole Systems 
Research Farm over the past decade, as well as 
experiments from other sites Falk has designed 
through his off-farm consulting business. 
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Did you know?

Replacing old/unnecessary 
paragraph styles is easy!
Written by Fii

1.	 Open the paragraph style panel.

2.	 Move all additional paragraph styles to the 
bottom of the list and work through them.

←

Right click the 
paragraph style 
which needs 
removing and 
select delete style
You can select 
a handful at a 
time, you can also 
select folders

←

It will ask you 
to replace it 
with another 
paragraph style
Select the most 
appropriate Planit 
branded style

→

Everything should 
be back to normal!

Often when we are copying and pasting content 
from old documents or other projects it carries over 
the paragraph style associated with the content.

To keep your document's backend neat and tidy, but 
to also ensure that there are no inconsistencies in 
your written content, it is super easy to replace them.

The same can be done with colours.


